Master Graham Healy track record
*1970-75
75 boxing under my father & grandfather I was the main sparring partner for most of the state
champs at the time .
*1975 saw Bruce lee (Entre the Dragon) joined Tae kwon do under GM Chong Chul Rhee .
*1984 resigned from Rhee & joined ITF Tae kwon do under GM Young Ku Yun (who was the chairman of
ITF technique world wide with Gen Choi founder of TKD)
*1984:established official
fficial ITF Tae kwon do in Townsvill NQ under MYITF (Master Yun ITF)
*1988 resigned from ITF with GM Yun (due to North Koreon influences and politics)
*1989 became a Founding Instructor of Yun Jung Do (established by GM Yun) I was trained full time
personally
lly be GM Yun as a Live in student at HQ.
*1991 travelled to PNG as international Instructor to establish YJD in PNG with GM Yun
*1993 resigned from YJD to develop Healys Freestyle TKD & Boxing Academy .
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*2000 Founded ISDA international self defence association (and was the only one to financially
contribute with sponsorship money)
*2005 separated myself from a corrupt group who stole money and displayed zero Integrity to this day.
*moved ISDA on as sole director and original founder anyhow started to rebuild from ground zero .(in
the meantime the other group imploded in 15 months due to corruption)
*2007 sponsored Moni Issac founder of Commando Krav Maga to Australia

established CKM Australia

and was made national director .
*2008 did national tour in every capital city for CKM
*2009 absorbed CKM into my system and renamed it Integrated Combat solutions
*2015 developed my INTEGRATED SYSTEM another 7 years writing manuals on technique and training
systems .
*2015 GM Yun telephoned me to reconnect
*2016 started 6 years med-science at uni
*2021 re-established 2nd generation Yun Jung Do club at Sherwood Brisbane (during so called
pandemic)
*masters certification in Dry Needling/Acupuncture under world famous Dr Wayne Mahmoud.
*2022 separated my business entities from GM Yun to be able to fully develop Yun Jung Do Healy with a
INTEGRATED SCOPE focusing on future generations not (past memories).
*2023 full growth planned for the Healys System which INTEGRATES boxing , TKD/YJD , CKM and
medical science factors in the form of my 6years med-science training and musclo skeletal business .
Graham Healy 8th Dan
(8th Dan recognised and stamped by GM Peter Wong 9th Dan ITF)
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